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Random House USA Inc, United States, 2016. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 210 x 140 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Imagine that Alice had walked into a bar instead of falling
down the rabbit hole. In the tradition of J. R. Moehringer s The Tender Bar and the classic reportage
of Joseph Mitchell, here is an indelible portrait of what is quite possibly the greatest bar in the world
and the mercurial, magnificent man behind it. The first time he saw Sunny s Bar, in 1995, Tim
Sultan was lost, thirsty for a drink, and intrigued by the single bar sign among the forlorn
warehouses lining the Brooklyn waterfront. Inside, he found a dimly lit room crammed with
maritime artifacts, a dozen well-seasoned drinkers, and, strangely, a projector playing a classic
Martha Graham dance performance. Sultan knew he had stumbled upon someplace special. What
he didn t know was that he had just found his new home. Soon enough, Sultan has quit his office
job to bartend full-time for Sunny Balzano, the bar s owner. A wild-haired Tony Bennett lookalike
with a fondness for quoting Shakespeare and Samuel Beckett, Sunny is truly one of a kind. Born
next to...
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Reviews
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am e ortlessly could possibly get a
satisfaction of reading a created pdf.
-- Trever Von
A brand new e book with a new perspective. I could comprehended every little thing using this written e publication. I am quickly will get a satisfaction of
reading through a written ebook.
-- Clemmie Rolfson
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